ABSTRACT
The subject of this dissertation thesis is dispute resolution in the international sports law. A crucial is to focus primarily on resolution of disputes through international arbitration and its preceding internal dispute resolution mechanisms within sports organizations. First of all it is necessary to provide a definition of sports disputes with an international element. After that it is necessary to deal with internal mechanisms for resolving sports disputes, which are closely linked to the issue of law on associations. With regard to the location of the seat of most major international sports organizations in Switzerland and with regard to the country of origin of this dissertation thesis the subject matter is viewed especially through the lens of the Swiss and the Czech law. Crucial role in resolving of disputes in international sport plays a Swiss Court of Arbitration for Sport in Lausanne, which corresponds to an extent of this part of thesis. Finally, it also should not be omitted judicial and alternative resolution of disputes in sport, although in practice it does not reach significance of internal and arbitrational resolution of disputes. To enliven the thesis, the final chapter is devoted to resolving of disputes during the last two Olympics.